4” Flexi GTP
Body:
1. Commercially available GTP bodies must be fully
painted.
a. OS-520 Stealth GTP is not legal due to the
incorporate blade nose and uncommon hard angle near rear slope.
b. Other bodies may be deemed illegal as they are produced.
2. Must have 3 painted or decal numbers.
3. Maximum body width of 83mm.
4. Front of body must maintain a vertical surface, no “blade” style body cuts.
a. No diaplanes allowed.
5. Body must cover entire chassis. Tape or Lexan reinforcement encouraged.
6. Full color 3-D drivers required.

Chassis: Pre-Race minimum weight – 80 grams
1. Any commercially available stamped/formed steel 4" chassis allowed.
a. Aluminum pans allowed.
2. May add body mounting tubes and guide wire holders.
3. May brace chassis. Steel guide reinforcement allowed, original guide may not be removed or modified
in any way.
4. Motor must be soldered in or securely fastened. Motor bracing allowed.
5. No other chassis modifications allowed.
6. Rear chassis clearance of .050”, no front tech. (Pre-race only).

Gears, Axles, & Wheels:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1/8" and 3/32" solid steel axles only.
Open pitch gearing.
Must use rear axle bushings, no ball bearings.
Sticker fronts allowed instead of front axle.
If using front wheels, must be minimum .500” diameter with rubber or plastic outer ring.
Rear tires must be black foam rubber.
Maximum rear end width 83mm.

Lead Wires:
1. No magnet wire or magnet type wire allowed.
2. Guide clips are allowed.
3. May add wire retainers.

Motor:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pro Slot #PS-Speedball ONLY.
May change brushes and springs.
Commercially available heat sinks allowed.
Original seal must be in place and unaltered.
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** If not stated in these rules that it IS allowed, then it is NOT LEGAL! **

